Our Blue Yonder WMS experts have deployed more than 70
sites in the past 12 months, with zero rollbacks. The accredited
and knowledgeable implementation team draws on years of
in-depth warehouse consulting, WMS mastery, and first-hand
knowledge of warehouse operations.

We believe in building long-term partnerships and delivering incremental value over time. Our proven
Blue Yonder implementation process is grounded in providing excellent operational outcomes, while
avoiding the issues common to WMS deployments.
Continuous improvement focus utilizing real-time
data and minimizing change management to drive
better investment decisions.
Accredited Blue Yonder partner with one
of the largest and most experienced
WMS implementation teams in the U.S.
Experts in enterprise deployment on
Blue Yonder Luminate SaaS platform for
multiple $1B+ organizations.
One-stop WMS shop with offerings ranging
from implementation to training, support, and
WMS selection, plus additional expertise in
labor management and TMS implementation.

Experts in robotics mission profile identification,
RFI/RFQ creation, and integrating a wide variety of
robotics and automation platforms into BY WMS
using our purpose-built M.Conductor solution.

Advanced templatization framework for largescale, multi-site enterprise deployments.

White glove support and hosting for
WMS with knowledgeable U.S.-based team
available 24/7/365 for a single point of
contact to minimize downtime.

Added value with M.Platform SaaS products
available on Luminate Marketplace, including
Enterprise Visibility & Quality Management,
3PL Billing & Client Portal, eBOL & Driver
Orchestration, Robotics Integration, and more.

Flexible commercial model along with a wide
range of service offerings. From a fixed fee to
time & materials or from one-time capital
projects to ongoing investment, we have a
model to fit your need.
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Leverage our expertise to drive long-term
incremental value with fully managed WLM services
to maintain engineered standards. Paired with our
analytics services, gain visibility into cost-to-serve
data to drive objective continuous improvement.

Simplify@macgregorpartners.com
414.888.4188
MacGregorPartners.com

At MacGregor Partners, we help keep the world in motion. We are a leading
software and consulting company focused on logistics and warehouse
management. Our powerful suite of M.Platform SaaS products for supply
chain includes the M.Folio contactless eBOL solution, M.Conductor
warehouse automation integration software, and M.Tag On-Demand WMS,
among others. Our consulting services focus on delivering ROI with Blue
Yonder WMS, WLM, and TMS implementations.

